Specialists for
FOrst Beet ROden

FOBRO Oscillator side harvester

FOBRO Oscillator, the side rover for high row crops. Built for the toughest conditions, this rig has proven its worth in daily
use in large and small tree nurseries for more than 10 years.
Bare roots such as e.g. Avenue trees, deciduous trees, softwoods, shrubs, roses, fruit trees and many more are carefully dug
with a minimum of energy.

Standard equipment
In the direction of travel before
and cut back the grubber blade

Your advantage
The grubber blade, which cuts through the ground, requires minimal pulling
power The side pull of the tractor is considerably lower. The swinging grubber
blade does not scrape the soil and compact it as it does with a stiff grubber
blade. As a result, they harvest more of the root system.
More root system = better quality = satisfied customers = better prices =
More profit!

Vibrating sieve integrated in the hatchet

Adjustable shaking motion
Side and in depth adjustable counterbalance / stabilizer

Laterally adjustable grubber blade

Three adjustable support wheels

One big flywheel

Interchangeable wear gauge
Additional equipment
Root undercutting blade

Technical Data:
FOBRO Oscillator side grubber
Working width
Working depth
Machine width
Tractor track width
Passage
Weight
Power requirements
PTO

Guarantees a gentle sifting of the soil and lift the lances out of the ground
without moving them.
In very wet and heavy soil performs a stronger strike; better separation of the
soaked ground.
By optimal adjustment of the counter-train the directional stability is guaranteed.
The lateral adjustability makes it possible to match the working width exactly to
the outside width of the tractor. This allows an often necessary use of wide tires
or double wheels.
A single and on the grubber side a double wheel guarantee an accurate depth
control.
The movements required for the optimal shaking action are intercepted,
resulting in a smooth running.
Low maintenance costs
Your advantage
The unique movement of the blade in the direction of travel prevents the roots
from being ,,attached’’. This keeps the movement of the plants at the minimum.

The inner width is 55 cm
Maximum 50 cm
The width is adjustable from 3 m to 3,5 m (outer width)
Is not important, max. Tractor outside width is 3 m
Unlimited, the plants are not run over
990 kg
Tractors with 2 wheel drive > 90 HP / Tractors with 4 wheel drive > 70 HP
540 or 1000 rpm, operating speed 400 540 rpm
Technical changes and product improvements reserved
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